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The Bali Bible - Concierge™
Our team of experts are here to build you personal lists of suggestions on what to do, where to go and even shortlist suggestions for
accommodation. If you are keen to get some assistance or for us to
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The Nakula Villas
Stop at The Nakula Villas to discover the wonders of Bali. The hotel offers a wide range of amenities
and perks to ensure you have a great time. Free Wi-Fi in all rooms, 24-hour front desk, 24-hour room
service,
in public areas, car park are there…
AddressWi-Fi
Not Available
(0361) 732534
See More...
601 views

3.5 stars

Anemalou Villas And Spa Seminyak
Ideally located in the prime touristic area of Legian, Anemalou Villas and Spa Seminyak promises a
relaxing and wonderful visit. Offering a variety of facilities and services, the hotel provides all you
need
for a
good
night's sleep. Facilities like…
Address
Not
Available
(0361) 755548
See More...
667 views

5 stars

Ini Vie Villa
Offering a spa centre and hot tub, Ini Vie Villa is located in Legian. The accommodation features a hot
tub. Legian Beach is 1.4 km away. Free WiFi is offered throughout the property.All units are air
conditioned
have a seating area. Some units feature…
Address
Notand
Available
0823-4167-1999
See More...
608 views

3.5 stars

Beautiful Bali Villas
Beautiful Bali Villas is a popular choice amongst travelers in Bali, whether exploring or just passing
through. Both business travelers and tourists can enjoy the hotel's facilities and services. Serviceminded
welcome and guide you at the…
Addressstaff
Not will
Available
Phone Not Available
See More...
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